Fairy & Otherkin
by Sarah WaterRaven
In the world of Detective Docherty, trying
to keep track of all the fairy and otherkin
can be involved, to say the least. What
makes an elf a fairy? What is an
otherkin? Where did they all come from?
Let's start at the beginning.
When the magickal world, or otherworld,
collapsed on October 31, 2002, magickal
kind became exposed to the human
world. This event was called The Great
Awakening.
Prior to The Great Awakening, both worlds existed separately (after a split sometime
around the middle ages). It is speculated that both worlds were originally one dimension,
with various pocket dimensions that were either generated through fairy glamor or
naturally occurring. While almost all fairy and most magickal creatures ended up in the
otherworld after the split, small populations of otherkin did remain on the human side. It is
interesting to note here that the majority of species that stayed behind were primarily
those which relied on humans for procreation and/or food. Otherkin such as vampires, and
those sub-species that are technically still human themselves, like werewolves and witches,
continued to live in our world.
Large magickal creatures like dragons,
basilisks, and rocs disappeared entirely
behind the veil. All evidence of them was
gone, save for storytelling and legends.

The Fae
With the return of magickal kind, laymen in
predominantly English speaking countries
divided magickal creatures into two main
categories: Otherkin, which is a broad group
covering everything from vampires to
phoenixes, and Fairies.

The second group, Fairies (fae, the fae, faeries, & fairy), includes: elves, brownies, kelpies,
sprites, pixies, and more. The fairy family is comprised mostly of magickal beings familiar to
cultures in North America, Europe, and Disney World. Before the Great Awakening, the
original range of the fairy group stretched throughout the United Kingdom, into Eastern
Europe, and as far as Iceland. Today, their range has extended as far as Canada and most of
North America, with sightings in Australia and South America.
Classification within the fairy family is chaos at best, primarily due to the fact that the
majority of fairies are shapeshifters. In addition, old tales and mythologies change over
time or confuse terms. For example, while historically brownies have been referred to as
hobs or hobgoblins, they are not goblins. Because of this, further research is underway.

Otherkin
The term “otherkin” became mainstream in the United States shortly after The Great
Awakening and its use spread to countries such as Canada and the United Kingdom. The
idea being that magickal creatures that are not in the fairy family are their “other kin.”
With only a decade of study, scientists and researchers are nowhere near understanding
exactly what fairy and otherkin are, nor are they close to any kind of real classification
system. Without research to properly educate the public, social media labels mixed with
folktales and local lore have created the modern terms used today.
Otherkin, while categorized in a single group, operate independently of each other. This
broad category consists of multiple groups and unrelated species. For example, in Japan,
there is a large collection of magical creatures known as Yōkai. In Canada, there are groups
of small magickal folk (called jogah by the Haudenosaunee), and in areas of Africa, there are
small magickal people known as aziza, and all of them fall under the layman's term of
otherkin.
It has been theorized that magickal families such as aziza, fairies, and jogah are actually
related, but it will be years before that theory can
be proven or disproven.

Fairy or Otherkin?
Unless you’re looking at something as iconic as a
dragon or unicorn, it might be a lot harder than you
think to tell the difference between a fairy and an
otherkin. Let’s say you’re on a hike in the forest and
you stop to sit on a log to take a break and snack on
some granola. A little man with a red mushroom

cap with white spots steps over and asks you if you’d share your granola with him.
Seeing the red cap, you might assume he is a fairy or even a hobgoblin, but the popular red
mushroom with white spots on his head, commonly known as the Fly agaric (Amanita
muscaria), is native to North America, Europe, and Asia. Our little man could be a fairy,
otherkin, or both. Not unlike humans, many magickal folk now live in countries outside of
their country of origin.
Because of how difficult it is to identify magical creatures, large labels like fairy and
otherkin have become commonplace and are likely to stay for some time. Even an otherkin
such as a vampire could be hard to identify at first, pointed ears and drinking blood is a lot
more common amongst fairy and otherkin than you might think.
And so, when discussing magickal kind, the Detective and his team typically use layman’s
terms familiar to the general public, but also take every opportunity to educate themselves
and their clients on the subgroups and species within each category. As the Dochertyverse
expands, so too will the terms and labels, but I hope this was a helpful introduction.
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